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1. STRUCTURAL CONSEQUENCES 
1. Let S be the set of all the formulas of a sentential logic formed 
by means of variables Pt and connectives Fv ... , Fn, where Fi is a ki-ary 
connective. 
As known, Sis a free algebra of the type (k1 , ..• , kn) and the variables 
Pt are free generators of it. Therefore, it follows that every function 
which maps the variables Pt in an algebra of the same type as S, may 
be extended to a homomorphism. Especially, if we assign to every 
variable Pt a formula sp1 = IX1 then we can extend this mapping to an 
endomorphism s of S into itself. From the logical point of view the 
formula eiX is, for every IX inS, a substitution of IX, where 1X1 are substituted 
for Pt· 
For formulas IX in S a function Z(~X) with natural numbers as values, 
may be defined. It is called the length of the formula IX. The recursive 
definition of this function is : 
(l) 
(2) 
l(Pt)= l 
Z(Fi(IXl, ... , IXk,))=l+l(1Xl)+ ... +l(1XkJ 
Is A a subalgebra of S, then A is also a free algebra; the generators 
of A are those elements of it which are not values of Fi for formulas 
from A. The subalgebras generated by variables are called normal-
subalgebras. For every subset X of S there is a least normal-subalgebra 
S0 which contains X; the set of free generators of S0 is called the support 
of X and is denoted by s(X). The elements of s(X) are those variables 
which appear in the formulas of X. 
2. By a consequence in S we understand (see [I]) an operation Cn 
defived for every subset X of S and such that 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
XC Cn(X) =Cn(Cn(X)) C S, 
XC Y-+ Cn(X) C Cn(Y). 
If for every endomorphism s and subset X: 
(2.3) sCn(X) C Cn(sX) 
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then On is called a structural consequence. In future we shall be dealing 
with structural consequences only. 
There are certainly such cardinals m for which 
(2.4) On(X)= UOn(Y). 
YEX 
.Y<m 
The least of them is called the cardinality of On. If m =No then we say 
that On is a finite consequence. 
A set X for which On( X)= X, is called a On-system or shortly a system. 
There are for every consequence two special systems: T 0 =0n(O) and 
T1 = n On(X). If T 0 =T1 i= 0 then On is called an axiomatic consequence 
o*x cs 
if T1 = 0 it is called an axiomless consequence; if T 0 i= T1 it is called a 
pseudoaxiomatic consequence ([2, 3]). In future we shall not be concerned 
with the pseudoaxiomatic consequences. The set T 0 =T1 is called the set 
of On-tautological formulas or briefly the set of tautologies. 
A set Y C S is On-consistent if On( Y) i= S. 
If for every subsets X and Y and for every .x in S: 
(2.5) 
~ if s(X) n s( Y) = s(.x) n s( Y) = 0, On( Y) i=S 
( and .x E On(X u Y) then .x E On(X), 
then On is called a uniform consequence. 
The condition (2.3) yields that T0 is invariant with respect to endo-
morphisms, i.e. 8T0 C T 0 for every endomorphism 8 of S. 
3. Each relation R(.x0, .xv .x2, ••• ), finite or infinite, defined for formulas 
in S, is called a rule of inference. It is structural when for every endo-
morphism 8, from R(.x0, .xv .x2, ... ) it follows that R(8.x0, 8.Xv 8.x2, ••• ). We 
observe that the so called rule of substitution (defined as follows: R(.x, fJ) 
if and only if for an endomorphism 8 : .x = 8{3) is not structural in the 
above sense. 
The consequence On is closed with respect to the rule R, if every On-
system is closed with respect to this rule i.e. for every On-system X 
(3.1) <Xt' .x2, ••• EX and R(.x0, .x1, .x2, ••• ) involves .x0 EX. 
Let fJi be a set of rules. Is every On-system closed with respect to all 
rules in Pll and is every one of such a set a On-system, then fJi is said to 
be a basis of the consequence On. If we take into consideration the rules 
RA for A.< cardinality of On, defined as follows 
Ro(.x0 ) = df .x0 E On(O) 
Rl(<Xo, .x2) = ctr <Xo EOn( {.xl}) 
RA(.xo, .Xv .X2, • • ·) = ~ <Xo EOn( {.xv .X2, • • • }) 
then we conclude that for every consequence there exists a basis and for 
structural consequences there are bases consisting of structural rules only. 
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For any sequence a= ( .x0, .x1, .x2, ••• ) of formulas let Ra denote such a 
rule that 
~ Ra({:J0 , {31, {32, ••• ) if and only if for an endomorphism s: (3.2) 
Po= B<Xo, fJ1 = B<Xt, fJz = B<Xz, · • • · 
If R = Ra for some sequence a then the rule R is said to be a sequential 
rule ( [2, 3]). Of course, if R is structural then R = U Ra where a runs 
a 
over all sequences (.x0 , .xv .x2, •• ) such that R(.x0, <Xt, £Xa, .•• ). Moreover, 
making use of the function l(.x) one can prove that every structural rule 
may be decomposed into a union of sequential rules none of which 
contains 1) another. Therefore, for every structural consequence there is 
a basis which consists of sequential rules only none of which contains 
another. 
The cardinality of a consequence is connected with the powers of 
arguments of the rules in the basis. Are all these powers < m, then the 
cardinality of the consequences' is < m. Is the cardinality of On equal 
to m, then there exists a basis with the powers of arguments in their 
rules less than m. So e.g. for a finite consequence it may be assumed that 
its basis consists of finite rules only. 
Is On of the cardinality m, then the set of all sequential rules with the 
powers of arguments less than m and with respect to which On is closed, 
is called the full sequential basis of On. 
4. There are such operations on sequential rules which if performed 
on the rules of a basis of some consequence, give the rules of the full 
basis of this consequence. In the finite case we have the following 
operations ([2, 3]). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(.xo, <X1, · .. , .xk) ==?- (.xo, O>p,, ••• , .xPk) 
(permutation of assumptions) 
( .xv <Xt• • • ·' .xk) ==?- ( O>o· <X1, · · ·' .xk, fJ) 
(addition of an assumption) 
( O>o• <Xv <Xv £Xa, • • ·' .xk) ==?- ( <Xo, <X1 ,.xz, · · ·' .xk) 
(cancellation of a repeated assumption) 
. ~ (.xo, <X1, <Xz, ·· ., .xk) ~ ( {3 {3 {3 ) 
==?- <Xo, 1> z, · · ·' '' <Xz, · · ·' .xk ( <Xv f3t, fJz, · · ·' fJ,) 
(joining of sequences) 
( <Xo, .xl, · · ·' .xk) ==?- ( B<Xo, B<Xt, · · ·' s.xk) 
(substitution, s=any endomorphism) 
1 ) Containing is meant here in the set-theoretical sense, because every rule is 
a subset of a suitable cartesian product 
sxsxsx ... 
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The following theorem is true for each finite and structural conse· 
quence: The full sequential basis of a consequence is the least set of 
sequential rules which is closed with respect to the operations (4.1)-(4.5) 
and contains some sequential basis of this consequence and the sequential 
rule of repetition (defined as follows: R(IX, {3) if and only if IX= {3). This 
shows the completeness of the· operations above. 
Let On be a finite and structural consequence and let ~ = {Ra}aEL' be 
a sequential basis of On, where .E is a set of finite sequences of formulas. 
It is obvious that IX EOn( X) if and only if IX can be "proved" from 
formulas belonging to X in a finite number of steps according to the 
rules belonging to ~. Consider the least set .E* of finite sequences of 
formulas which is closed with respect to the operations (4.1)-(4.5) and 
contains .E and some sequence <Pt, Pt>· If~*= {Ra}aEL'* then our theorem 
above states that ~* is the full sequential basis of On or, equivalently, 
that if a = < IX0, IXv . .. , 1Xk) then 
( 4. 6) if a E .E* then IX0 E On( { IXv ..• , IXk}) and 
(4. 7) 
The implication (4.6) is obvious. One can prove the inverse implication 
(4.7) by considering the "proofs" of IX0 from the set {1Xv ••• , IXk}. 
5. Let S0 be a normal subalgebra of the algebraS and let On0 be a 
structural consequence defined in S0 • We assume that the cardinality 
of On0 is not greater than that of the support of S0 • If On is a consequence 
inS, then On is called an extension of On0 (and On0 a restriction of On) 
if for every X C S0 we have: 
(5.1) On0(X)_=S0 n On(X). 
Is On0 a consequence in S0 and On1, On2 two extensions of On0 both 
structural and of the same cardinality as On0 , then On1 and On2 are equal. 
This means that a structural consequence On0 has only one structural 
extension <;>f a cardinality not greater than the cardinality of On0 • Is the 
extension On of On0 structural and of the same cardinality as On0 and, 
moreover, is On0 uniform, then On is also uniform. 
If we have a structural consequence On0 in S0, then for XC S we 
can put 
(5.2) 
y • 
where e runs over all automorphism of S with sY C S0 , and Y runs over 
all subsets of X of the power less than the cardinality of On0 • The 
operation On defined in ( 5.2) is a structural consequence in S; it is an 
extension of On0 and, obviously, it is of the same cardinality as On0 1). 
1 ) For the proof we must assume that the cardinality m of On0 fulfils the 
following condition: 
if me< m for ~EE and if E<m, then 1: m0<m. 
i;EE 
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II. MATRICES 
6. The setS of formulas is a free algebra. Therefore, every mapping 
of variables Pt in a similar algebra A may be extended to a homomorphism 
of S into A. Is A such an algebra and B ~ 0 a subset of A, then the pair 
<A, B) is called a matrix ([4]). Each homomorphism of S into A is called 
a valuation. A formula ex is verified by the valuation h if hex E B. It is 
obvious that the verification of a formula ex by a valuation h depends 
only on the values which h admits on variables belonging to the support 
of ex. 
The set of formulas verified by each valuation is called the set of 
tautologies of the matrix we and denoted by E(we). It is invariant with 
respect to the endomorphism (substitutions). 
Every invariant set XC S may be represented as E(we)=X with a 
suitable matrix we. This is the well known theorem of LINDENBAUM 
([4], theorem 3). For the purpose of its proof it is enough to consider 
the matrix <S, X). For this matrix the valuations are simply endo-
morphisms of S (see [5]). 
7. In the opinion of many logicians the theorem of Lindenbaum 
presents the nearest connection between sentential logics and inter-
preta-tions by matrices. Indeed, every set of tautologies of a consequence 
Cn(O)=T0 is an invariant set and therefore, it may be represented in the 
form T 0 =E(we). If we find such a matrix we we call it an adequate matrix 
for the calculus under consideration and we think that the problem of 
interpreting this calculus is solved. But the calculus is given by means 
of the consequence and the matrix is adequate not for the whole 
consequence but only for its set of tautologies. 
In order to give a real connexion between consequences and matrices 
we shall define for every matrix we a consequence we(X) and we shall 
call we adequate for On only if we(X)=Cn(X) for each XC S. 
8. Let we=<A, B) be a matrix and let X be a subset of S. By we(X) 
we shall understand the set of all formulas verified by each such a valu-
ation which verifies every formula in X. This definition may be written 
in signs as follows: 
(8.1) ex Ewe(X)~ IT (hXC B -+hcxEB). 
h 
For every matrix the operation defined in such a manner is a structural 
and uniform consequence ; we call it the matrix-consequence. 
It is difficult to say something about the cardinality of a matrix-
consequence. We can present only the following theorem: Is the matrix 
we finite (i.e. is the. set A finite), then its matri~-consequence is finite. 
Proof. Let ex E we(X). The task is to show the existence of such a 
finite set X 0 C X that ex E we(X0 ). We consider the product A•(S) as a 
bicompact space in the product-topology. The elements of this space, i.e. 
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the mappings of all Pt into A may be regarded as valuations of S. 
Let V(f3), for t3 inS, be the set of all valuations h with hf3 E B. All these 
sets V(f3) are both closed and open in A•<Bl. The assumption that iXEi!n(X) 
is equivalent to the inclusion n V(f3) C V(iX) and this yields that 
{JEX 
V(iX) u U V'(f3} =A <sJs. All sets in this union are open and, because the space 
{JEX 
is bicompact, there is a finite set X0 C X such that V(iX) U U V'(f3)=A•<Sl). 
{JEXo 
The last equation is equivalent to 
involves iX E im(X0 ). 
the inclusion n V(f3) C V(iX) which 
{JEX0 
9. We shall now give an outline of the proof of the main theorem: 
For every structural and uniform consequence On there is an adequate 
matrix i.e. a matrix im such On( X)= im(X) for each X C S. 
Proof. Let {Xr;}.;Ez be the family of all On-consistent systems. It may 
be of a greater power than that ofthe support of S, but we can extendS by 
adding some new vaiables, to a set S* the support of which equals in 
power the set E. Further, we can extend On to a consequence On* inS*. 
Then, we can divide the support s(S*) into disjoint sets Pr; (~ E E) each 
of which is of a power not less than s(S) and we can find such isomorphisms 
er; of S into S* that s(er;Xr;) C P;. We put now 
B=On* (Uer;Xr;) im= <8*, B> 
f;EZ 
and we want to prove that im is an adequate matrix for On. 
Let X be a subset of S, iX a formula such that iX E On(X) and h a valuation 
such that hX C B. By adding values for variables in s(S*)-s(S}, the 
valuation h may be extended to an endomorphism of S*. We have 
hiX E hOn(X) =h(On*(X) n S) C On*(hX) C On*(B) =B. This proves that 
On(X) C im(X). 
Let iX 'EOn(X). Then On(X)=Xr;. for some suitable ~0 in E. We choose 
h=er;, as a valuation. We have hX C B as assumed. Suppose that 
hiXEB=On* (hX;, u U e;Xr;). 
/;ES 
E*Eo 
It follows that hiX EOn*(hXr;.} since On* is uniform. The valuation h 
being an isomorphism, it may be extended to an automorphism h* of the 
whole S*. We have h*iX E0n*(h*Xr;.), h*-1 h*iX=iX EOn*(h*-1 h*Xr;,)= 
=On*(Xr;.) and, as iX ES, Xr;. C S, finally iX ES n On*(Xr;,)=On(Xr;,)= 
=On(X), which contradicts the assumption. Therefore, we have proved 
that im(X} C On( X) which, with the former inclusion, gives us 
that im(X) =On( X) q.e.d . 
. 
10. Let S be now the set of formulas with the usual signs --+, V, 
1\, ' , =::= and let On0 be the consequence with a single rule of detachment 
only. This consequence is an axiomless one, but by adding suitable 
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axiomatic rules it can be made into a simple two-valued, an intuitionistic 
or a positive one. Let On2 be the two-valued consequence and let T 2 
be the set of its tautologies On2(0). This set is the largest invariant 
system of this consequence. 
Is A a boolean algebra with the greatest element I, then the matrix 
(A, {1 }) is an adequate matrix for On2• It is known that there are such 
matrices WC with E(Wl)=T2, which are not boolean algebras. As an 
example may be regarded the following matrix (where A= {0, 1/ 2, 1} 
and B= {1}): 
-+ 0 lfa 1 
0 1 1 1 0 
1/ 1 1 1 1 0 
1 0 1 1 1 
v 0 lfa 1 
0 0 0 1 
lf2 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 
lfa 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
0 lfa 1 
0 1 1 0 
1 / 1 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 
This matrix is not adequate for On2, since Pt E Wl( {p2 --+ Pv p2}); to 
prove this it is enough to put hp1 = 1/ 2 and hp2 = 1. 
We do not know any matrix adequate for the positive consequence 
or for the intuitionistic consequence. If we shall assume the rule of 
detachment not for implication but for equivalence, then by adding a 
finite number of axiomatic rules, we can make this consequence into a 
two-valued one i.e. into such Ont for which T 2 =0n: (0), (see [6]). The 
set T 2 is not in this case the largest invariant set, because it may be 
enlarged by adding to it the formula p1 = p~ ([6], theorem IV). This 
shows that the rule of detachment for implication is not in the full basis 
of Ont and, therefore, Ont is not identical to On2• 
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